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CMFSC’s competition season got off to an
early start this year the NZ Masters Games in
Dunedin. Congratulations to Spectrum and
The Street Kids Synchro teams and to our
free skating, dance and stroking competitors.
Here’s an account of the experience from
Vanessa Anderson:

Road trip with Street Kids
Ready for an adventure, we set off on Friday
afternoon, stopping along the way to take in
the sights and stretch our legs. We arrived in
Dunedin in time for our practice ice time
Friday night at 10pm. Practice went well and
our ring ins mastered the programme in short
order.
Saturday we skated our programme for real
and despite a small boot meets costume
incident it all went well. We were presented
with our medals and then headed to the
opening ceremony and after party. It was a
good thing we didn’t have to skate the next
day, the band was great and after the final
song we headed back to the motel with
ringing ears.

BBQ Bliss
The Club’s Annual Picnic, hosted as always by Daphne and Neville
Morris, was delayed until March this year - causing no problem at all
as Christchurch’s endless 2016 summer had us basking in sun and
looking for shade, the latter provided by an excellent caravan awning.
Daphne’s hammock was in constant demand during the day and it was
there that the secret to Aleks’ success on the rink was finally revealed yes, she has rubber feet! Thanks to Neville and Daphne for their
superb BBQ skills and treats that catered to every taste, allergy and
intolerance. Little dog Nugget provided his usual harmonious song in
the background and on leaving some of us trooped to the Waimairi
Beach where wild rips and strong currents were thrilling but had us at
the end of some definite signals from life savers.

Thank you to everyone for a fantastic
weekend, what an awesome experience looking forward to the next one. Who’s keen
to join us for a Street Kids road trip?

WHAT’S NEW?

Skate School Director Resigns
cause. Starting from the charmingly naive
standpoint that we would of course all want to
compete, Kim set about training us up for the
event each year. As soon as the dances for
the champs were selected they formed the
basis of Thursday’s dance session.
Kim
sorted us into appropriate stroking levels and
had us practising on Tuesdays from the very
point on the ice that we’d need to start from on
the big day.

David’s picnic sunhat. Practical yet
elegant. Effective yet flattering. Who
can question his taste?

It was with heavy hearts that the club said
goodbye to Alpine Ice’s Skate School Director,
Kim Lewis, who resigned last month. Kim has
given so much to CMFSC we might easily
devote a whole issue of Spiral to listing her
contribution. It will be a feat to confine our
thanks to her to these slender columns.

Here’s Michelle Russell introducing
Jasmine - cute as a button and can’t
wait to get her skates on.
Congratulations to Buzz and Michelle

CMFSC recruits most of its members from
Alpine Ice’s Coffee Club and Kim has been a
central figure in the success and popularity of
that club.The energy she gave to its teaching
sessions and the encouragement she gave to
each of us at whatever level made skaters of
us. We credit Kim with Coffee Club’s popularity
and its friendly relaxed atmosphere which is
acknowledged by other NZ skaters and those
from further afield.
What the average skating punter didn’t see
was the time Kim put into revising and
adapting the Coffee Club programme so that
the needs of such a diverse group were
always met - as far as is humanly possible.
Who would take on adults? Kim not only took
us on but genuinely liked teaching us, felt our
triumphs personally and our pains rather too
keenly. It’s possible our tumbles hurt Kim more
than they did us!
Participation in our annual club champs was
always beefed up by Kim’s devotion to the

CMFSC AGM March 2016
Rita Carroll gets to grips with
food sharing at a Kiwi Barbie

Alison Mcdowell takes her
skates off with relief after a
command performance with the
Street Kids at the NZ Masters
Games in February

Thanks to all those who attended our annual
AGM in March. It was the usual relaxed mixture
of work and play and we are pleased to
announce that as well as some of the old
favorites returning to the committee with their
wealth of experience and institutional
knowledge, we welcome three new members.
Yoko Kim and Aleksandra Jarmolik, both active
skaters and Coffee Clubbers, will be able to
represent their fellow skaters on the
Committee.
Anna Douglas-Bray, familiar to
many members as a long time Spectrum
member and competitive free- and interpretiveskater, joins the committee keen to learn
something of grassroots sports administration.
Anna also has a special interest in NZIFSA
competition administration. Since our AGM she
has attended the NZIFSA AGM and will work
alongside Jeanne Begej, newly elected
NZIFSA Officials Director, to learn more of that

We value Kim not just as an organising and
programme director for Coffee Club but as a
coach for those sessions. She has a sharp eye
and uncanny ability to deconstruct a skater’s
errors and can put her finger on exactly the
aspect that will help remedy the problem head, eyes, hip whatever. Advice that has
taken many of us from bumbling beginners to
achieving that feeling of grace on the ice that
is like no other. And by virtue of having eyes in
the back of her head Kim was also able to
keep us all trying every exercise on both feet.
We were quickly rumbled if we tried to use the
good foot twice!
But it’s not all about Coffee Club. Kim has
brought the club broader competition success
in the establishment and development of
Spectrum Synchronised team which she
coached from 2006 till the end of that decade.
She also coached and encouraged other CC
teams to get to the NZ Masters Games.
A keen participant in our social events we
have great memories of Kim at outdoor skating
at Tekapo, tramping at Lagoon Saddle,
Klondyke, Mt Somers and Sylvia Tops and
horse riding in Hanmer. That tough stuff that a
skater is made of shone through on the
tramping trips. Blistered toes were quickly
treated and Kim would dig hard and perform at
a level of a much more experienced tramper.
Kim is still keen to join in some of these
outdoor adventures so we don’t need to say
good bye to her in that arena. For that we are
very glad.
We want to thank Kim from the bottoms of our
hearts for the huge contribution she has made
to us individually and as a club. She has
encouraged and taught us, picked us up,
brushed us down and set us off on our
personal adventures on ice. For your care, skill
and inspiration Kim, thank you. We wish you
success in all your future ventures.
role. Linda White resigned from the committee
after having had an executive role on it since its
very early days. The Club is indebted to Linda
for her huge contribution and a vote of thanks
to her was carried with considerable
enthusiasm. Kirsty Cox has taken the role of
Vice President and members were all very keen
to confirm Jeanne Begej as president for a
further year. Equally popular was the re-election
as treasurer of Arnold Schmidt whose
meticulous accounting sees the Club once
again in a sound financial position. Jeanette
King continues in her role of competition
coordinator and June Laird as Secretary.
Daphne Morris and Vanessa Anderson also
return to the committee as does our favorite
patron, Kath Craven. But wait, there’s one more
appointment. By popular acclaim, Jacko,
Jeanne’s little corella, was declared club
mascot and non voting committee member.
Bring out the tea towel of shame!

Club Walk to Travis Wetland

by Sabina Crellin

On a beautiful golden, warm and sunny autumn day in late
April we enjoyed each other’s company during an invigorating
walk through Travis Wetland with our Patron Kath and Aleks’
own private ‘catering department’. There was hardly a breeze
stirring and we saw plenty of pukekos strutting around the
area, as if nothing could ever disturb them there.

scrumptious wholesome homemade scones, which she had
brought along for the occasion with a nice hot cup of
spearmint tea from her own garden to refresh our ‘walking
spirits’. Thank you Aleks, that we did not have to wait to be
allowed to eat before we got back to our cars, as Kath warned
us would be the case if she ever was in charge of the treats!

To make us look more professional during our walk Aleks’ had
brought along her Nordic Walking Poles, so we certainly had
the potential to look impressive to any other walkers we
encountered!
Our first stop over was the bird lookout, where we could see
quite a few different varieties of waterfowl and when looking at
the watery expanse I was quietly wondering what would
happen if this area would freeze over and be invaded by
strange two legged creatures with figure skates on their feet.

We finished our walk with a climb up the observation tower
which looms over the Wetlands and must have been quite
impressive in earlier times before the trees closed in around
it. Shortly before calmly stepping up to the tower platform
Kath was found investigating spider cocoons to see if any little
‘spiderlings’ would emerge as a response to her prodding
techniques! Make sure you don’t let her prod you when on the
ice!

Later, at another spot, we found some short history about the
Travis Wetland’s Reserve set-up and then finally, after a long
time of walking (it seemed very long since we knew what was
hiding in Aleks’ backpack) we were allowed to enjoy the

International Adult Figure Skating Competition

Our Patron Kath was amazing to behold, just walking along
beside us younger ones without ever telling us to slow down,
not even by a little! She may be an octogenarian in the
second half, but we can assure you, we observed her heart
has still not outgrown that of a cheeky young girl!
We hope you want to join us on our next Club walk!

13-18 June, Obertsdorf

FOR SALE

Our very best wishes for sucess went
with Wendy Thompson, Trish Weir and
Eleanor Stanbury as they set off to
compete in the International Adult
Figure Skating Competition in
Obertsdorf. The trio treated those at
Alpine Ice to an advance performance
of their programmes on the last day of
May. Wily Eleanor skated both her
programmes stylishly and avoided a
costume change with a clever one
costume fits all trick. Trish impressed
with her deep edges and jumps in her
new costume which subtly blends the
requirements of a skating dress with
hints of traditional First Nations
costume. Wendy’s timing and charm
were spot on making her the
audience’s best friend in her
“Diamonds” number. While Eleanor is a
veteran of Obertsdorf competitions it’s
a new experience for Wendy and Trish.
Also competing is Karl Hewitt from
Dunedin Ice Skating Club. Check out
the last page for results.

Sico Figure Skates “Patrik” Black,
as new sz 39 / 8.5

As pictured, bought in Germany and
only used a couple of times if at all,
have been in storage for a few years
as we don't have any facility here in
New Plymouth to use them.
Not sure if leather or synthetic
leather, sorry. Made in Germany.
If you are interested please contact
Jana 027 6480998, email
janadunnet@outlook.co.nz

Congratulations to these club members who have passed tests
since our last report
Josie Dawber !
Shea Yarrell ! !
Isabella Smith !
Connor McIver!
! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !
Liam McIver
!
! ! ! ! ! !
Vanessa Anderson
Liz Sarjeant! !
Vicki Smith! !

- Elementary Stroking
- Preliminary Stroking
- Preliminary Freeskating
- Free skating Silver
- Pattern Dance Inter Gold (Westminster Waltz and Silver Samba)
with his partner Anja Noetzel-Hayward
- Pattern Dance Silver (Starlight Waltz and Blues) with his partner
Varshana Schelling
- Adult Elementary Stroking
- Adult Elementary Stroking
- Adult Elementary Stroking

Obertsdorf Results
Hearty congratulations to our Obertsdorf contestants
featured on page 3. Here’s how they performed:

Spectrum

Adult Synchro gold medallists at
the NZ Masters Games 2016

Freeskate Ladies Bronze III Trish Weir ................14/27
Freeskate Ladies Bronze IV Eleanor Stanbury ....6/10
Artistic Ladies Bronze III
Artistic Ladies Bronze IV

Spectrum Synchronised team got off to a great start this
year by scoring a gold in the NZ Masters Games in
Dunedin in February. That performance was also a final one
for Robin Scanes who has retired from the team. In the
next issue of Spiral we’ll have a profile on Robin who is one
of our longest serving synchro skaters. Right now the team
has plenty of work to do in preparation for the competition
season and is also busy planning its new costumes.

Trish Weir
.........10/31
Wendy Thompson ...29/31
Eleanor Stanbury ...7/12

Our good friend Karl Hewitt from Dunedin Ice Skating
Club had a very successful competition too. Karl was 5/8
in the Silver Men II Freeskating and he won the gold
medal in his Artistic - Silver Mens II in a field of 6. Great
performance Karl. Congratulations to all these
competitors.

NZ National Ice Figure Skating Championships
11-14 October 2016
This year Christchurch is hosting the National Champs and already a
joint group of CMFSC and Centaurus Ice Skating Club members are
planning the event. There will be plenty of tasks going during the week
of the nationals so please do be quick to volunteer when the request for
help goes out. An hour or two here and there quickly fills the schedule.

!

Our thoughts are with Char Pawson
and Jean Kennedy who were both
admitted to hospital for surgery in the
last month. Both are back at home
now and getting stronger. Thanks to
those who have been helping (and will
continue to help) Char’s family during
her hospitalisation and treatment to
come. It means a lot to Char to have
so much support. Our best wishes to
Jean and Char for a quick recovery.

BBQ in Spencer Park

There’s a small hard core of mountain bikers who regularly leap
into the saddle on a Tuesday after Coffee Club - well to be
honest there’s usually a relaxing lunch first. But as the summer
threatened to finally leave this year the group invited other
skaters to join them, on bikes or not, at Spencer Park for a BBQ.
There are free gas BBQ’s there - a fantastic facility that these
hungry bikers often can’t resist and as a result often stuff a few
random sausages into their stylish backpacks.
With others
arriving by car on this auspicious end of summer event there was
no need to skimp on the trimmings. Karen Kennedy provided a
tablecloth and flowers for the table. Jeanne shoulder bore the
club mascot Jacko who spent more time investigating his fronds
of vegetation than munching a sausage. As always and as the
photo attests, Sally and Rita’s attention was firmly on the sausies!
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